Junior Microsoft ASP.Net Full-Stack Developer

INKUBIT Group specializes on the implementations and development of Business Systems such as Microsoft Dynamics, Azure, SAP®- Solutions and HCM-Systems. Being a full-service-provider, INKUBIT Group manages the full product lifecycle starting with consulting, going to implementation and finishing with deployment and maintenance. At INKUBIT Group our vision is to help customers to reach their fullest potential by focusing on people and creating business value in a fast and constantly changing environment. Through interdisciplinary knowledge and skills, we support clients in their journey of becoming high performing enterprises within the digital age of transformation. As an IT and business consulting company created by digital natives, we understand the needs and challenges of our generation.

For our office in Gdańsk, we are looking for:

Junior Microsoft ASP.Net Full-Stack Developer (m/f)

Primary Responsibilities

As a Junior Microsoft ASP.Net Full-Stack Developer you’ll be working alongside other developers, collaborating on the various layers of the infrastructure for our Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM platform. Your daily business includes the conception and implementation of Microsoft Dynamics 365 extensions. You develop web applications, windows programs and service-oriented applications. In addition to that you write concepts, document and communicate the results with your project manager or customer directly and in our development team. You will work with the latest Microsoft development technologies such as Team Foundation Server, Visual Studio, SQL Server and Azure.

What we offer

- Working with the newest technologies in national, international and multifunctional projects
- A pleasant working environment and a highly motivated team
- The chance to have direct influence on company processes
- Taking over responsibilities, right from the first day
- A competitive salary with performance incentives
- Attractive working time model with flexible working times, remote work and part-time work
- Regular training activities to improve hard and soft skills
- Excellent career opportunities due to flat hierarchies
- Numerous internal and external trainings and the opportunity to obtain various certificates
- Regular team events
- Employee-oriented deployment and project planning
- Capital-forming benefits and occupational pension
- Laptop and smartphone with possibility of private use
- German Rail Pass (private usage allowed)
- More benefits from various areas like the promotion of studies, fitness cooperations and work-life balance

Area of operations: Software Engineering
Location: Gdańsk, Poland
Working hours: Full-Time / Part-Time

Your Application to: careers@inkubit.com
Or by post:
INKUBIT Business Solutions Sp. z o. o.
Arkonska 6/A2
80-387 Gdańsk
Poland
Required Skills

- Successfully completed University Degree in Computer Science, Software Development, IT Management or any related field
- 2+ years of experience with programming in C#, ASP.NET Core and/or Framework ASP.Net MVC
- Experience with Angular, jQuery or another front-end JavaScript framework
- Experience with web technologies (HTML5, CSS, JavaScript / TypeScript)
- Experience with GIT or TFVC
- Familiar with Integration of WebServices and APIs
- A fluent command of spoken and written business English

Desired Skills and Certifications

- Experience with Visual Studio, ReShaper, Entity Framework; LINQ
- Experience with unit- and integration tests
- Project management experience
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www.inkubit.com

Because Future Starts Today